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Faster development
at our expense
The State Government plans to further reduce
public participation, resident information,
environment and heritage protection in order
to fast-track development.
The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act
1979 involved local communities in the future of
their neighbourhoods, in response to community
anger over the 1960s/70s “free for all” development.
Recent legislation (Part 3A) has removed checks
and balances in order to speed major developments,
and has given the Minister extraordinary discretion
over environment and heritage assessment and
public input and notification.
The latest proposals could stop notification of neighbours
and community involvement for developments of up to
$1 million, and apply statewide “exempt” and “complying”
codes uniformly across NSW – from new suburban
housing estates to inner city heritage areas. Despite
the conflict of interest when developers choose
who approves their work, the Government plans
to expand the role of private certifiers to include
development approvals.

Clover speaks at LGSA rally

Instead of being driven by developer greed, planning
reform should address global warming challenges and
the need for sustainability. Our fundamental right to
be involved in shaping our local area must be preserved.

If you want to be notified about what is going up next
door, and if you care about your living environment and
amenity, protest now to Premier Iemma (thepremier@
www.nsw.gov.au). Tell him that faster development
approvals must not diminish democratic process,
environmental responsibility and heritage.

High level policing
commitments on
Oxford Street violence

Clover with Dave Owens and Cath Burn

Police Deputy Commissioner Dave Owens and Regional
Commander Cath Burn have addressed ongoing Surry Hills
policing problems.
I’ve been calling for adequate local resources, strategic leadership, revival of the
Gay and Lesbian Liaison Officer program with a full time inner city GLLO, plus a
“Street-Safe” task force to patrol entertainment zones where alcohol-fuelled violence
occurs. The plan includes shared management of major events and an Inspector
working with the gay and lesbian community. Everyone has rights to safety and
security on city streets and in places of public entertainment.
New Surry Hills Commander Donna Adney at the Oxford Street Walking Tour launch
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Parliament

MPs lashed out after weeks of legislation being rushed
through, including new rules governing debate.

In an historic break with tradition, State Parliament has
abolished night sittings and sits an extra day on Fridays.
For the sixteen weeks scheduled for Parliament this year,
the Legislative Assembly will close at 7.00pm Tuesdays
and Wednesdays, 6.30pm on Thursdays, and 3.00pm
on Fridays.

Many MPs supported my charge that the Government shows
contempt for the electorate if Members don’t get time to
properly assess and consult on legislation. When I shared the
balance of power, the Independents negotiated early release
of programs, a minimum of five days to assess Bills or 28
days for major legislation.

BUT THERE’S MORE TO BE DONE...
In the final session of Parliament before Christmas, frustrated

I hope that the 2008 Parliament will allow proper assessment
of laws that affect us all.
Photo courtesy of Animals Australia

Hiding animal CRUELTY
The Parliament continues its lack of interest in animal cruelty. I opposed the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals Amendment (Prosecutions) Bill because it further reduces animal protection.
The Bill prevents private citizens initiating animal cruelty court cases, in an environment where
farmed pigs and chickens can be legally caged without being able to move or socialise.
The Government says private prosecutions encourage illegal trespassing and costly court cases.
I argued that the DPP can discontinue inappropriate cases, while courts can disregard illegally obtained evidence and charge applicants for costs.
Successful third party prosecutions, which will no longer be allowed, have included a battery hen farmer of 320,000 appallingly treated
hens, and a dairy farmer who repeatedly beat a cow on the head with a spanner.

bagging plastic bags
Australians continue to use billions of new plastic bags each year, many ending up in landfill
and waterways where they kill wildlife. While governments have committed to phase out free plastic
bags by January 2009, action is needed now, and in Parliament I asked what the Government is doing
to prepare the community.
The NSW Government says it will consider action at the next Environment Protection and Heritage
Council meeting of State and Federal Ministers, as part of a national plan to phase out free plastic
bags early next year.

freeing up

information

NSW Government still resisting your
right to know. The NSW Ombudsman’s
State comparisons of Freedom of
Information (FOI) releases revealed
a culture of secrecy in government
departments, with NSW having the
lowest mainland rate of full FOI releases.
In Parliament I asked the Premier to
commit to increasing FOI releases,
but the Government’s response to the
Ombudsman’s findings appears limited
to a discussion of ‘concerns’ between
the Department of Premier and Cabinet
Director General and the Ombudsman.
It took the Government more than
10 years to update the FOI manual!
I will keep pushing for FOI reform.

Pushing Government action
for a

sustainable future

Government inaction is threatening our future.
Last year I asked numerous questions about
environmental sustainability to expose inaction
and push for leadership, including on:
Public transport • CityRail peak commuter
congestion • Fuel efficient cars • Bicycles on
public transport • Greenpower for CityRail •
Old car recycling • Carbon neutral Government
operations • Bioenergy • Wind Power generation
• Solar photovoltaic power incentives • Solar
thermal technology for baseload generation •
Greenhouse Gas Abatement Scheme • Carbon
tax exemption deals • Water efficient homes •
Commercial water use • Mandatory emissions
reductions • Rainwater tanks.

Solar panels

Cycling to work
Rail commuters

This year I will continue to push for action
on sustainability in Parliament.

Copies of my submissions and speeches are available on my website or from my Electorate Office.

LOCALENVIRONMENT,
STRATALIVING+SHELTER
Threat to local
facilities funding

Reduced funds for facilities

In another proposed change to developer-friendly planning laws,
the Government proposes to reduce and further control Section 94
development levies. These levies are vital for local provision of facilities,
services and infrastructure to cope with increased population densities.
The Government wants to cut these contributions, supposedly so that
developers will pass savings onto buyers, while taking control over levies
that will certainly disappear into general state revenue.
The plan puts future community services, street works, activity centres,
parks, swimming centres and libraries at risk.

I support the statewide campaign by Councils who are angry that reduced
levies will undermine communities and result in blighted environments
and social dysfunction.
Community centres at risk

protecting strata owners
My submission supported proposed strata law changes to increase protection
of owners and tenants.
Developer control of apartment building management will be reduced by mandatory
disclosures of developer associations for Executive Committee candidates; early
termination of developer-initiated building manager contracts; limits to developer
proxies; a ban on contracts that require buyers to give proxy votes to developers
and stronger regulation of managing agents.

As a long time city representative seeing the growth of apartment living, I have been
promoting these and other reforms for some time.

Renting
in the city

There were mixed reactions to the 102 proposals from the long running Government
residential tenancy review.
Amendments to tenancy databases, fairer mortgagee repossession and co-tenancy laws
are welcome, but the proposals do not address uncontrolled rent increases, overcrowding
or long term leases. They fail to provide incentives for landlords to make rental properties
sustainable. I opposed the Government’s proposal to remove interest payments on bonds.
I met the Minister for Fair Trading to again argue for reform, including support for operators
of low cost housing and provide tenancy rights for boarding house residents.
Nearly half of inner city dwellings are rented, compared to less than 30 per cent in the
rest of Sydney and Australia.
And about half of NSW households in “housing stress” are in Sydney, paying more than
a third of their income in housing. In Parliament, I asked the Minister for Housing to work
with the Commonwealth Government to ensure affordable housing.
Ultimo public tenants meeting

I strongly support
public housing in
the inner city and
meet regularly with
tenants to help
resolve safety and
amenity concerns.

ANTI-CORRUPTION
+SOCIALJUSTICE

Reforming

political donations

The conflict of interest potential of political donations particularly
from developers threatens public confidence in government.
Particularly worrying are the increasing revelations of vested
interests buying access to Governments and Ministers.
Australia and NSW have lax rules on political donations. My
submission to the Select Committee on Electoral and Political
Shauna Jensen, Clover and
Courtney Act at homophobic
violence vigil

Funding supported steps to reduce corruption potential
including a ban on donors who could benefit directly from
government decisions and limits on campaign budgets and
individual donations.
As an Independent, my campaigns rely on community donations.

Tackling
HATE crime
The NSW Government’s Working Together document fails to
seriously tackle homophobia, with no immediate action planned
and no resources or specific targets. Discrimination continues
through anti-discrimination exemptions, and adoption and
relationship laws.

This year marks 30 years of the Sydney Gay and Lesbian Mardi Gras
and campaigning to remove discrimination and violence against
lesbians and gay men. I have called for education for attitudinal
change that says all hate crimes are wrong.

health and
child protection
inquiries

SELLING OUT
responsibility

The Government has established a Special Commission
of Inquiry to examine acute care services following
distressing incidents including deaths of patients in
public hospitals.

I will make a submission to the Inquiry and I encourage
you to contact my office if you have comments or
experiences to include.
The Government has appointed Justice James Wood
to review child protection in NSW. The latest in
a series of reviews will focus on the system rather
than individual experiences. I asked the Minister
for Community Services in Parliament to ensure the
legislated rights of children who have been removed
from their families.
I will make a submission based on representations
from constituents. Please contact my office if you
would like me to include your concerns.

The NSW Government plans to privatise the State’s electricity
market by selling retail assets and leasing generators. If this
were to happen, decisions on the specification of future base-load
power stations for NSW would transfer from government responsibility
to the private sector.
I’m concerned that shareholder returns could promote increasing
rather than reducing demand, and favour cheap dirty coal over
renewable energy.
Given dangerously increasing greenhouse gas emissions, particularly
from power generation, the Government should take responsibility
of our environment for future generations.

> for info on NSW Government issues www.clovermoore.com
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